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Background: The Standard Model of elementary particle physics predicts that 

the electric dipole moment de of the electron (eEDM) is far too small to measure.  

However, modern extensions to the standard model - e.g. supersymmetric theories or 

other theories with additional particles or fields - predict values in the range 

accessible to experiment.  Hence, the eEDM measurement is a search for physics 

beyond the standard model.  Since a permanent electron EDM violates time-reversal 

symmetry, it is also deeply connected to the important issue of CP violation and the 

apparent asymmetry between matter and antimatter in the universe. 

We are now in the middle of 

making the most sensitive eEDM 

measurement to date, a measurement 

that tests theories of new physics. Our 

method uses laser and radiofrequency 

manipulation of the quantum states of 

cold polar molecules, which will 

eventually be trapped at ultra-low 

temperature.  This approach has the 

promise of improving on the precision 

of the eEDM search by 2-3 orders of 

magnitude compared with the current 

best measurement.  This offers the 

exciting prospect of either detecting a 

non-zero eEDM or excluding a large 

fraction of the models for new physics. 

Project: The main goal of the 

project will be to make the change 

from our current molecular beam 

technique to a new apparatus using 

slow or trapped YbF molecules to 

measure de. This is an exciting time to be starting such an experiment because the 

techniques for slowing and trapping polar molecules have only just been developed. It 

will be an interesting challenge to incorporate these new methods into an experiment 

to measure the eEDM.  

First Year Project: The heart of the eEDM measurement involves the coherent 

control and manipulation of the ground state hyperfine levels in YbF. The eEDM 

experiment imposes exacting requirements on both the amplitude and phase control of 

the quantum wavefunction. The first year project will be to investigate new ways to 

control the wavefunction using non-standard radiofrequency pulses. For example, 

frequency or amplitude chirps might be used to produce nearly perfectly balanced 

superposition states. Developing possible schemes would required both theoretical 

and experimental work and would be an excellent introduction to the application of 

quantum control. 

 

Control of YbF internal state via frequency and 

magnetic field. Top: theoretical model; Bottom: 

experimental data. 


